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Abstract
Awe-struck is an exploration at the intersection of embodied and
situated cognition, sight, sense-making and nature with an additional
layer of artistic interpretation and emotional response. Adapting
elements of Terrapin Bright Green’s biophilic design principles, this
work pushes past the well researched benefits of incorporating nature
into a designed space, to uncover an individual’s personal connection
to an environment. The connection is multi-faceted—layered with
observations of space, color and location, filtered through a lense
of physical, philosophical and psychological reactions and then
translated into an individual personal history. With a specific focus
on wild spaces, where humans have designed and affected nature
in an attempt to keep it ‘natural,’ this thesis follows a trail through
memories and experiential recollections of sights, sounds, movements
and trajectories. This journey results in a collection of handwoven
textiles that evoke the awe of far off landscapes while maintaining a
structural grounding influenced by geometry and architectural spaces.
Through the monumentality of hanging panels, the embodied energy
of handwoven cloth, and repeated elements and grids that naturally
occur in both the weaving process, and in nature itself, the resulting
fabrics are a synthesis of these ideas.
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Introduction
Is it through the bold, broad, blue daylight or the first peak of the sun
in early morning with its enigmatic orange that radiates across fields
and cityscapes and bounces off the bellies of clouds? Is it through the
warmth that engulfs everything it directly touches while casting all else
into the shadows, or through the captivating evening glow that allows
the dark of night to slide in unnoticed? How best do I capture a sense
of time and place? In a captive recreation, is the feeling and connection
with a specific environment maintained? Can these moments translate
into an experience of woven fabric?
***

This thesis is a culmination of seemingly divergent yet interconnected
tangents.
A revelation of the freedom that comes from the simultaneous
wonderment and intriguing fear of awe.
A collection of recalls and flickers of moments lived and re-lived as a
means of self-soothing.
A contemplation on environment and experience, a combinatorial
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process of knowing through science and reason, movement and body.
An attempt to combine and convey the remembered energy of
contrasting regions.
A search for an identity developed in the expansiveness of the sundrenched south and transplanted to the density of texture and pace of
seasons in the north.
***

Somehow, it is all connected, and leads back to moments of awe. Mind
and eyes constantly darting, attracted to this and that, the stresses of
a day tangled with the pattern of moss on a plank, wrapped around
transcendental anxieties and packaged within the always changing,
always fascinating surrounding environment. In thinking about my
work, I flow between these two conditions, a slow and steady, peaceful,
observational state and one where I am fixed and transfixed by my
surroundings, attempting to reconcile, as Maria Popova aptly suggested
at the 2019 Universe in Verse, the minute scale of my life and existence
in relation to the boundless scale of time and space. Drawn to moments
when time elongates and stresses vanish, I continually reference places
and happenings in nature that allow me to lose track of time.
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For Consideration
We continually relearn that output (being “productive”) requires
energy which comes from respite. A break is required from time to
time; we don’t always have the energy to maintain composure when
faced with the consistent, unrelenting burden of busying, overbooking,
and over-performing without leaving a space to pause. That elusive
time away from schedules, out in the fresh air, in an open environment
where deadlines, timetables and expectations—both self imposed and
held by others—cease to exist. Where there is space to focus, or better
yet, not focus. Where, instinctively switching between the two, I know
that as long as my body continues to move, one foot in front of the
other, one pedal stroke after another, and as long as my pack holds
enough food and water and clothing to stay warm and dry and fed,
that is all I need. That is my form of freedom. Freedom of the body in
space, of the body from interiors and societally constructed habits and
rituals. A freedom that forms from a lack of making endless, conscious
decisions that don’t need to be made. An escape from the ever-present
burden of responsibility and self-inflicted stress, allowing it to dissipate
in the desert sun.
It is the thought of that moment that jolts me out of camp at 5:00am
to start a 15-mile trail before the sun has risen and the temperatures
creep to 100 degrees. Not even halfway through, feeling good and
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strong, breathing regularly with clean and steady footwork, I turn and
bend around the curves of the trail, ascending the mountain, when
suddenly mounds of rolling green ranges appear. It strikes me to a halt.
In Big Bend, facing the invisible, border-less expanse that somewhere
contains a politically constructed line between Texas and Mexico, I
know that there really is no division. The land continues from one side
to the next, as far as the eye can see. It is here that I find awe. That my
mind stops. The whirring and buzzing and constant stream of chatter
and noise and nonsense that uncontrollably races through my mind,
stops, and my entire body is overcome with gratitude, patience and
peace. It is in this awe that I am completely aware of how connected
everything is, including the bizarre coincidence that we exist, and that I
am standing on this mountain, breathing in this experience that I only
comprehend through consciousness.
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Sense-Making
In my work I mix cognitive theories and add a twist another dimension.
Most embodied cognition frames a relationship between body and
mind as influencing each other in our absorption of information, yet
neglects to address our reactions to environment, which are key to
understanding myself, my work and my translation of the world. I
can only comprehend the indelible entanglement of body and mind
as they emotively relate to and are inevitably affected by environment.
And though situated cognition addresses these internal feelings and
motives as they exist within an experience of space, it is too flat a
category to capture our intense, bodily responses to that environment.
Beneath all of this sensory, mythical feeling-as-knowing lies the sensemaking mathematical patterns of living organisms known as fractals:
yet another thread of the complexly woven experiences I attempt to
express. Though I seek a sort of definition, a framework with which
to understand this connected relationship of life experiences that feels
inexpressibly clear in my mind, I am simultaneously aware that like
every moment in an individual history, it remains in constant flux. It is
never fully tangible outside of an evanescent moment that ignites and
fades like a sparkler, leaving only the slightest scent of awareness and
glimmer of understanding behind. This is the network of interaction:
inhabited space in an environment, the body in that inhabited space,
the mind within the experiencing body, the constructed ‘self ’ within
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the reacting mind. Through a translation of the senses in addition
to the subconscious quivers throughout the internal bodily network,
triggered by breeze and smell, and reverberations of these movements,
moments repeat again and again forever in one body’s experience.
Though, at a certain number of repetitions, the mind can no longer
consciously feel these concentric events and they slip away, adding to
the endlessly accumulated experience of a body’s history.
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Polar Plunge
There is a crack, a crack in everything
That’s how the light gets in
-Leonard Cohen
Is the dive into the water what causes the crack? Is it a moment so
encompassing and overwhelming that it stops time and cracks through
to some sort of calm? Like muscles—every tiny tear grows back
stronger. Is that the light? Another block of knowledge or increment of
strength that adds to the whole of my understanding of this experience
of living? When I dive, I break the water’s surface and for a few seconds
the shock radiates through my body. But then, when my brain registers
the powerful sensation as cold—I race back out of the water. The crisp
winter air of a New England morning in January no longer feels cold.
In comparison, the air is refreshingly warm and I grasp a strong, if
fleeting, mastery of my experiences. How each moment, felt, tasted,
absorbed, experienced consciously and not, is absolutely linked to the
next if only by contrast and comparison. Each moment affects every
previous and future moment and history is continually in flux as pieces
of my own puzzle are shifted, flipped, rotated and rearranged to fit each
new piece accumulated. But without these experiences, there is no way
to imagine them. Each crack, each new action taken, breaks open a
route to imagination, another experience for my future recollections.
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Biophilic Design
When you realize, after a stressful day, that being outside calms you
down, this is biophilia. When you unconsciously choose to sit next
to the river, or under a tree rather in the middle of a grassy field, this
is biophilia. When you end up at home after running errands and are
unsure how to justify the three new houseplants you bought, this is
biophilia.
Biophilia, biomimicry and biophilic design all speak to our innate
attraction to nature. While the field of biophilia, the study of our
connection to the outdoors, has grown since the 1970s, biomimicry
makes headlines with products that imitate existing natural structures.
For example, the sharkskin-inspired swimsuits of the 2008 Olympics.
Speedo developed a suit that replicated the dermal denticles (v-shaped
scales) found on the skin of great white sharks. So many records were
broken by swimmers wearing the suits that the fabric was later banned
from competitions. Biophilic design, however, looks at incorporating
elements of the natural world in interior spaces. In 2014, a sustainability
focused consulting firm, Terrapin Bright Green, published a thoroughly
researched document that supports the notion that bringing nature
into interior spaces is beneficial for human health and wellbeing. The
publication, “14 Patterns of Biophilic Design,” outlines extensive
research from the 1970s through 2014, that explores the proven
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positive impacts of incorporating characteristics we find in nature, into
the spaces we inhabit. Architects like Amanda Sturgeon, Jeanne Gang
and Vincent Callebaut have incorporated biophilic principles into
their designs for years, but the concepts are just beginning to catch on
in fields outside of architecture.

14 PATTERNS OF BIOPHILIC DESIGN
Nature in Space
1. Visual Connection with Nature
2. Non-Visual Connection with Nature
3. Non-Rhythmic Sensory Stimuli
4. Thermal + Airflow Variability
5. Presence of Water
6. Dynamic + Diffuse Light
7. Connection with Natural Systems
Natural Analogues
8. Biomorphic Forms + Patterns
9. Material Connection with Nature
10. Complexity + Order
Nature of the Space
11. Prospect
12. Refuge
13. Mystery
14. Risk/Peril
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While I am not interested in replicating the direct experiences of actual
nature in space, as covered in Biophilic Principles 1-7, I am looking to
achieve analogous experiences and characteristics of nature. Most of
my work aims to capture a visual complexity that references heavily,
principles 8, 9 and 10, involving layers of information amassed through
color, material, and structure along with a play of perceived and actual
dimension on the surfaces of the fabrics. Like observing differences in
the experience of land in southern states versus northeastern states. In
the south, cities are spaced out. Vast and open, there is space to breath
between each object, each building, each tree. In New England, nature,
buildings and people are compressed. Trees and streets and windows
and reflections, each visual layer of information compiles, stack by stack
and interesting moments of these intersections catch my eye. There are
similar small, oblong leaves scattered along the ridges and transitions
where roads meets sidewalk or curb. The leaves are in layered bunches.
I notice in Providence they are a marigold color, bright and crisp, but
in Cambridge they are greener. The trees are greener, too. A subtle but
noticeable shift when inhabiting multiple cities in a day. A shift that I
notice through the accumulation of leaves on the ground. Like moss
on a rubber mat, when the subsurface rises to the surface, it creates
a compositional duality: a manufactured object, rigid, unchanging
except for decay, overtaken by a living, growing organism of nature.
Looking at the mat we understand both the object and process we
witness, visually and intellectually.
These biophilic principles easily allow the audience to dive into my
work and begin to project their own expectations on it, judging how
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well a particular principle is or is not achieved, but as author, educator
and life master of the US Chess Federation, Adam Robinson, says,
reacting to other people’s demands is not the point. It is the tragedy. So
I use these principles as a guideline to direct me past these clean and tidy
categories, to the real benefits of nature: the emotive benefits that are
far more difficult to explain. The holistic experience that occurs when
all of these principles combine, not just with each other, but with an
individual’s personal experience of them, the collective amalgamation
of hormones and genetics, of places seen, of life histories lived—of lust
and fear and love and trauma all swirled together.
I find culminations of these elements in moments when the built
world and nature intersect and affect the other. When an imperfect
fractal of a living plant overtakes the perfectly constructed geometry
of an object: flowers sprawling across a pathway, grass growing
between cracks in concrete, moss overtaking a synthetic grid. Natural
environments magnetically attract people—in the same way that the
extracted principles listed above do, but even more so when there is an
element of human influence. The juxtaposition of natural structures
with designed space, the environments where the combination of the
two reside, and the emotional connection I feel in experiencing the
relationship of the two, entangles itself in my work.
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Structures
Though I am comfortable with ambiguity, my biologically evolved
impulses lead me to seek out or invent predictable structures to hang
my experiences on. I comprehend my surroundings through their
underlying geometries. Research on fractals is fascinating. Every time
I look at a leaf I think of the algorithm that is endlessly repeatable
and identifiably self-similar in each leaf on the same plant, and every
plant of the same species. The growth of each leaf is affected by
unpredictable forces of weather, soil, air and environment, and each
leaf appears to be different from the one next to it, yet they are all
derived from the same beginning. The force with which my thoughts,
senses, and movements are inextricably drawn to and affected by
nature, my need to be outside, the well-being it induces, makes more
sense to me after learning of fractals and their secret mathematics.
Though, like people, living organisms appear unique, they are founded
in the same organizational structures. My attraction to organic grids
like a slit cardboard accordion used for packaging, and Jeanne Gang’s
honeycomb-like Nature Boardwalk at Lincoln Park Zoo in Chicago,
are human-made examples of these algorithms, and are the objects
that first propelled me to incorporate cellular structures into paper and
woven fabric.
A combination of organic and geometric elements in fabric seems
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an obvious ode to inside and outside, human-made and naturally
occurring. My attraction to weaving lends itself to this sort of thinking:
a centering on structure and on an unchanging, though scalable and
manipulatable, horizontal and vertical grid. The grid acts as a jumpoff point for me to break the rules, or seemingly break them, through
inventive repeat patterns and shifts in color that, though based on
visual hierarchy, allow each repeated unit to tell a unique story.
A series of jacquard fabrics I designed contain the cellular structure I
continue to return to. As if each unit is a window, the structure serves
as a grid or fence or wall that the viewer sees through, to the changing
color story and the subtle shading of shadows that flicker behind it.
The seemingly two dimensional fabric gives the illusion of depth and
the excitement of the moving sun on a landscape, each cell a slightly
different perspective from the one next to it. Similar to a moment
caught on my commute: I watch leaves climbing and swaying through
the bars of the bridge, creating both tension and harmony. The stiff,
solid white fence prevents the lush green leaves from taking off in
the wind. Instead, the stems bend, conform, and make-do with the
obstacle before them and continue their waving movement regardless.
The brightness of their hue contrasts with the dull warmth of the
architecture—seeming to bounce up and down with electrons and
water molecules awaiting the stormy sky that lurks behind.
I love developing stripes. Building line atop line, shrinking and
expanding the width of each hue to capture the excitement of what I see
in my photographs— whittled down to the essence of color. Telephone
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wires and networks of passing communications criss cross overhead.
Stripe after stripe of electrical wire, wrapped with black rubber, cut
clear divisions in the sky creating a screen for viewing the clouds. An
unintentionally constructed viewfinder. I think, write and research
on layers of information and try to make sense of how our brains
comprehend the complexity of the spaces we inhabit. Noticing the
moire effect in reed-like curtains. Layers of drywall and texture, water
stains and cover-up paint on the ceiling. Tiny specs of debris, records of
life happening, in the crack of the hardwood floor. An entire apartment
feeling as if it is levitating when the sun pokes out momentarily from
the clouds. When the sun disappears, the collection of rooms go back
to their worn out, loved and lived-in normalcy. Layers observed inside
are also influenced by natural processes like decay or the movement of
light.
A particular moment that catches my attention can allow space for
stillness beyond the complexity of the external happenings around me.
Johan Ottosson, survivor of a horrific automotive collision, struggled to
find a reason for living with the bleak recovery ahead of him. Desiring
constantly to be outside, he describes a conversation he has with a stone,
where the stone tells of its own value through eternal existence, and its
lack of concern for Johan because his actions do not affect the stone. In
response, Johan felt overwhelmingly calm and harmonious. (Williams
p.162) Reaching a state of calm and timelessness allows the mind to
turn off. Sitting at the same river we all sit at. Staring at the same water,
the same ripples, the same reflections as the water gently laps itself. It
is difficult to keep track of more than six or seven concentric circles
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growing at a time—in constant movement and transition. When the
cold is coming, I sit outside, soaking up every ounce of sunlight, every
crunch of every leaf, and each whistle of the wind through the trees.
Deepening my connection to the environment itself, not just enacting
on it, hiking through it, coveting the experience of it.
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Shifting Light and Sound
A sense of seasons. Light, time and color shift with each sway of
temperature. Cycles of life and death, renewal and hibernation are
shaded with their own pallet. Winter: stark, cold, crisp and still,
desaturated and quiet. Spring: bright, electric, full, fresh and hyperrealized, a saturated sense of growth and buoyancy. Summer: long and
lingering, thick and salty, hot, heavy, fulfilling, washed out and gritty.
Autumn: rich and overcompensating, perfectly balanced but brief,
smelling of nostalgia and exhaustion, going out with a bang of flashy
color.
The mornings in the building feel odd. Something whirs continuously
overhead and the eerie yellow light coats every object and person with a
bizarre glow. The air seems to pulsate and Bob Marley oh-oh-ohs in the
background. Someone pulls a trash bin around the corner—the wheels
thump thump as they hit each line of grout between the tiles. A long
buzz for the elevator.
Velcro on my jacket echoes in the store—much like the horn heard on
the distant highway. I am sitting on the river listening to the hum of
traffic, the moving and clanging of the flagpole behind me. Another
engine revs and the cold wind whips across the hairs on the back of
my neck.
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Emotional Color
I choose to cross the road to be closer to the water, to the ripples, to the
ducks and the wind and the subtle white caps rolling over one another.
I choose to feel the slightly chiller air brush across my face, and I
notice the mural. The same mural I notice every time I walk down
this road. But this time it strikes me in a different way. I usually notice
it when the blanket of grey across the sky feels heavy and unmoving,
and the vibrancy of the colorful paint, the warmth of the girl’s face,
the petals of the flowers and the crisp blue of the sky behind her burst
out from the brick wall to overcome the gloom of the environment
around me. But today, the mural stayed put. Today, less kinetic and
energizing and uplifting, it remains still and blends into the blue sky
behind it. The woman still has a presence, but it feels subtler and more
like a reminder that she is there, and will continue to be there the
next time the skies are grey. This repeated visitation, acknowledgment,
and continual, observation of change in a specific location, develops a
personal connection and history with that space.
Relocating to Providence was a leap in trajectory. One of the things I
found to be warm and welcoming were the sunflowers around town.
The first time I crossed over the highway on my bicycle, leaving my
new home on the west side to venture around downtown, I noticed
a tall red brick apartment building with tiny balconies that looked
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dark and sad with the exception of the top left unit. That balcony
was completely invisible behind a forest of eight to ten-foot-high
sunflowers, crowding each other out of the way, trying with every
ounce of stretch they could muster, to reach past the ceiling to the fresh
air beyond the railing, to the sun that was slowly sinking behind the
opposite side of the complex. The flowers were so large and vibrant and
hopeful and greeted me for weeks, each time I crossed the highway into
downtown, until the chill and dark of autumn slowly took them away.
“For many years, I have been moved by the blue at the far edge of what
can be seen, that color of horizons, of remote mountain ranges, of
anything far away. The color of that distance is the color of an emotion,
the color of solitude and of desire, the color of there seen from here, the
color of where you are not. And the color of where you can never go.”
Rebecca Solnit describes distance and longing and the color blue in the
most tragic and beautiful way. Blue is a longing for things past, things
unattainable. The sky isn’t really blue. It is a reflection, an fusion of
light and air absorbing each other, and the warmth of the sun, and the
heat of our energetic lives pumping and chugging across the surface of
the earth. This is not a blue that can be replicated. Time and the subtle
shifting of the earth beneath cracks away at any pristine concrete finish.
Years of hurried shuffling, sluggish dragging and aggressive dropping
have chipped and discolored the facade of historic buildings. The
grain weathered and worn smooth, discolored here, green from moss
there—how many sunrises and sunsets have washed over this bridge?
How inseparable are humans and nature and her processes, from one
another?
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I think of Solnit’s work often as it gives me a basis for describing my
desire to understand what it is about this planet that moves me—and
knowing that I will never quite figure it out because it is so much
more complex than we can understand. Watching the sunlight dance
through the trees and across a canyon. Listening to the wind blow
through leaves and a stream babble or percolate. Bubble up. Focusing
on how many shades of green I can decipher on a single tree, and
feeling the waves of emotion that roll through me as a result of these
observations.
That red though—both thirsty and sated, anxious and calm—perfectly
fitting this self-narrative of contrast and contradictions observed each
day. A red of passion and scorn, anger and appreciation. Up close, each
leaf tells its individual experience. They inhabit the same range of red as
the collective foliage, but individually they have faded spots and veins
of dying summer green and warm winter yellow.
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Wildness
It’s more than just a beautifully designed window or architectural space
with natural light. It’s not just walking through the woods, following
a trail that has been cleared enough for the path ahead to show the
shadows on the ground of each leaf above. It’s the contrast of the two,
how one enhances the visual interest of the other. When I walk down a
city street after dusk and a car passes by, I hear it get closer. Headlights
beam ahead of the car, scan around me and catch a shrub whose leafy
shapes dance across the surface of a yellow townhouse. The movement,
the transition and interaction, a choreographed moment between the
main characters, the car, the house, the bush, occurs in an instant for
an audience of one.
Wildness and wilderness are vastly different spaces. As poet and scholar
Gary Snyder explains, everything can be considered natural. That
which exists on this planet does not defy the laws of physics, so it
is natural, but not necessarily wild. For Snyder, a wholeness is what
creates wilderness—undomesticated space where entire ecosystems can
thrive. A slew of questions come to mind: Are these considerations
born of a need to control environment? Or a need to emulate it, to
recreate the wilderness: a natural hierarchy of organized chaos in
untamed, uncontrolled spaces? But is this possible—is any part of this
planet untapped, unaffected by our presence? The furthest depths of
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the deepest ocean seem to be the last frontier. What lives down there? If
something is seen, can it be mis-seen, regardless of its actual existence?
If it is experienced, and affects a viewer then it was “real” enough to
have been seen, so must it be real?
The landscapes and experiences I speak to are wild. Absolutely affected
by human design but intended to coexist with, rather than block out,
nature. I question whether methods of biophilic design and re-wilding
of national parks too hastily dismiss this concept. Trying to return to
an impossible state of wilderness before human civilization took over,
may not be the answer. Focusing on a richness of diversity that can
flourish in one location, given the existing histories and experiences of
the plants and animals and people, provides a more realistic solution.
It is in these wild spaces, I learn what to look for in less wild
environments. Like a bird flying past me on a trail, a flash catches my
periphery as I quickly march toward the nearest train stop. The grass
green street sign bounces the glare of a streetlight just right, and a
brilliant turquoise washes over the sign.
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Movement
The clouds outside of the train window look incredible—mysterious
and fresh like they are hiding some great surprise for today. The bright
orange sun peeks out from the blue-grey clouds. There is a large, dark,
almost ominous cloud wall to the left but it’s not that scary because
it seems to be moving away, uncovering a blanket of blue and little
pink clouds peppered across the sky. The pink clouds become creamier
and more yellow with each passing telephone pole. I see white in the
clouds now, with silver bellies and a slight speediness to the left. They
are going the same direction I am, leading my path out of Providence.
People shuffle by. I hear the murmuring of a woman a seat in front
and across from me. The train lets out some air and we all chug a
little forward. I prefer to sit facing the back of the train so I can see
everything we pass. Maybe it’s because I like to contemplate what I’ve
done, pick out kernels to learn from for what is to come. The sun is
now up, stretching over my left shoulder. I catch it hitting the back
of the vinyl seat in front of me as I try to force my cramping hand to
continue writing. The vinyl is a maroon color, glossy and pebbled and
worn. My seat has an obvious indent from all of the passengers who
stare out this same window. The sky is mostly blue now. Faint grey
stripes of clouds linger and a fiery wall of yellow beams around the
division of dark clouds. I am a morning person who rarely hits snooze,
and I make a point, when I leave the house before the rest of the city is
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moving, to find the sun, the sky, and the beautiful colors of a new day.
Riding in a moving vehicle affects my perception of the elements
outside—the land and trees and telephone lines, racing by, dissecting
each other in a constant panorama, like clicking through the carousel
of a slide projector that never repeats. Actively peering through the
glass window as a constant negotiation occurs in my mind, trying to
decipher the intersection of movement and information, whether an
object is outside, inside, a reflection or a figment of my imagination.
I’m always searching for moments where the light bends or breaks or
deflects or confuses.
I scurry through downtown before the rains hits. The high rise building
architecture doesn’t attract me so much as the repetition of windows,
row after row, shrinking as they climb towards the sky. Each square
varied, slightly different from the one beside, above, below it. A light
is on in that room, a reflection is caught in another—each window a
singular unit connected to a bigger picture.
I cross the street to avoid construction. The shadows flicker against
the side of a building. It is a choreography that combines disparate
elements of woman, machine and earth.
Are shadows echoes? Slowly repeated moments and movements—
mains of an object or an action recorded visually, if temporarily, for
others to see?
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I glance at a house in the alley. Without touching it, the siding seems
stiff, flat, and unmoving. But it is not the outside wall of the house that
peaks my interest. It is the dance, the play, the confluence of the street
light’s beam and a crepe myrtle shadow against the surface that brings
the vignette to life.
I traipse through the woods. Leaves dangle downward and shimmy in
the light, creating a vibration that moves in tandem with the branches
in the wind.
Moving toward the station, a wave of shadow passes overhead and a car
speeds up. The swift rush of air crosses my face. Waiting for the bus,
the clouds crawl across the vast blue above, passing by the sun in a less
hurried pace than the cars flying by.
Pedal, push, spin, crank, shift, wheel around, move, fly, speed up, strive,
inhale, crest, hop, slow down, warm up, absorb, exhale, observe, listen,
hear, slow, swerve, switch, stiffen, hear, pump, change, adjust, loosen,
slip, glide, slide, struggle, pop, tap, strum, finger, twitch, pull, force,
wind, twist, turn, stretch, extend, expand, feel, taste, admire, brush,
lean, skid, scrap, scratch, sneak up, shake out, direct, lead, guide, rise,
stand, settle, slump, slow, cool down.
The propulsion to move; a flight path. Moving eyes, moving bodies,
moving minds. Trajectories are paths for transition, catalysts for
transformation. Transitions are forms of movement, physically and
consciously. Does a transition necessitate something new? Or does it
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circle back to an alternative version of where we have already been?
Moving through a space on foot, by bike, in car, on train. Bending
in the wind and falling from a tree. Scurrying through a bush and
flapping against the breeze. Dancing along a river walk and pedaling
across a prairie. Machines move, we move, animals move, nature moves.
Movement is an added layer in the textured complexity we experience.
A mass of white egrets happily stand in the shallow collection of water,
eagerly clucking about until I dash by on my bike and they lift off, one
by one into the air, only to resettle in the water when I have passed.
Orange hits the gravel I ride through and the sun showers its warmth
on the path behind me. Hazy fog covers the ditches on the side of the
path, and puddles of water accumulate after a rain.
Transitioning through space is a phenomena. The energy required to
move a body through a field—molecules parting, the chemical ratios
of the air as it is inhaled and exhaled, atmosphere parting way for
a network of bones and veins and blood to bend and lift and surge
forward. An interconnected transition. Nothing is individual. Nothing
operates on its own.
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Exterior Interiors
Inside, outside, interior, exterior. I constantly walk the line between
the two—expectations of daily life keeping me from spending all of
my time outdoors. It is the same in my thought process, when inside,
I am more in my head, when I am outside, I can default to movement
and touch and scent and observation. By the nature of civilization,
it’s architecture and interior-based advancements and technologies,
my understanding of each, interior and exterior, is inherently reliant
upon the other. My work explores each, and often merging the two
unexpectedly. In writing, I toggle between the outdoor scene I am
witnessing, the train car I am physically feeling, and the way in which
consciousness attempts to process and give meaning to my experience.
Creators whom I am influenced by also consider this interior/exterior
duality. Designer Petra Blaisse of (coincidentally) Inside/Outside
Studios, develops large-scale curtains that divide vast spaces while
interacting with natural light and shadow that constantly change the
viewer’s perception and experience of the curtain, and the interior
space in which it hangs. James Turrell is another example, often cutting
holes in walls, creating glassless windows for observing the exterior,
both through the opening, and through its changing effects of color
and light throughout the cycle of the sun.
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I am not claustrophobic, though my first analysis of any room involves
locating the windows and sitting, facing them if possible. The window
is my escape route, not in case of emergency, but for when my brain
needs to rest, to pause, to take in oxygen. I can look outside and long
to be there. I find this strangely fits with my desire to plunge into frigid
waters. Though I am outdoors when I run into the ocean water or
wade into a river, the water acts as a window that moves my mind from
inside to out. The shock of the cold snaps me from far off scheduling
and worrying, back to the present, to the immediate sensations and
fleeting moments.
This theme is inherent throughout my work as the influence of exterior
adventures pull the designs of the fabric I weave, indoors, to the loom.
A series of deflected weft fabrics I created are a direct representation
of this. Though the base of the fabrics is a simple plain weave, the
color selection evokes a vast horizon, the hues of sunlight passing
across a desert plain on a cloudless day. Within each fabric, a stripe
cuts across the expansive background color, and each stripe includes
weft yarns that physically curve—an uncommon behavior for a woven
cloth that is created under the tension of an x and y axis. These curves
create windows, contextualizing the cloth by connecting the natural
color-shifts with something architectural and familiar and acting as a
pathway for the viewer to move between the contrasting colors and
textures of the stripes versus the ground cloth.
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Windows keep me from feeling lost, claustrophobic and out of
touch. When sitting indoors, or hurriedly shuffling from one meeting
to another, they allow me to explore mentally when physically, I
cannot drop everything and go for a hike. They are a prime portal for
transporting me outward, where I can look to the sky and the open air
above.
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Portals
Looking up provides a filter. There is less opportunity to edit and
select what to focus on. A horizon stretches far and wide but looking
straight up goes beyond what is immediately accessible. We do not
design to fill the space above our heads the way we fill everything in
our direct line of sight. Even looking down feels more crowded—it’s
closer, more visible and finite. It doesn’t have the sense of light and air
and expansive possibility that the tops of buildings and the sky have.
A sense of movement and direction is exaggerated overhead, far more
than the pathways that lead to the horizon.
Looking up is a new lens for viewing the same old themes and
obsessions. The bridge crisscrosses overhead, the Celeste green lines
concavely holding me to the earth, a barrier keeping me from flowing
into the vastness of the blue-blue sky.
Looking up is a physical action. It forces me to stop and redirect. I
stretch my chin to the ceiling, the bridge, the sky. I take this quite
literally. When I look up, I look directly overhead to ensure I am seeing
a space, a composition, a new reality that I would not see without this
intentional movement.
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Looking up helps me realize the importance of looking out, to the
horizon—that point where land meets sky. It’s a guideline—a string
on a trail that leads me back to safety. A comfortable place of both
familiarity and transition.
What is awe? Power, fear, mystery, connectivity, purpose, patience,
release, vastness, magnificence, glory, feeling, stillness, calm,
complex, unfathomable, curious, questioning, acceptance, desire-less,
transcendence, phenomenological, mind-blowing, inspiring, altering,
deepening, compassionate, haunting, suspenseful, astonishment.
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Stretching Sight
Though I appreciate most landscapes, rows of mountainous trees, the
rolling waves of the ocean and a bright white blanket of fresh winter
snow, nothing beats a clear view of the horizon—broad and sweeping
across an expanse, a handful of clouds reflecting the blaze orange of
the sun as it disappears behind the line between land and sky. It is easy
to get caught up in the isolating routine of a small city. I wake up and
head less than two miles across town where I spend my days warping
and winding and weaving and wondering about my memories of other
places and other experiences lived. Researcher Yoshifumi Miyazaki
(Williams p.23), speaks to outdoor environments as “some of the only
places where we engage all five senses, and...are fully, physically alive,”
and it is no wonder my thoughts wander to places where I can move
and stretch and be outside.
The sun is persistent, and eeks through the tiny slits between the slats.
More than a color, it seeps through as an energy, white hot and electric,
visually forcing the space between the slats apart. Wider and wider
grow the slits, until, my sight stretched beyond the confines of the
room, I envision the wood shattering open.
I love moving through space. Particularly flying, through invisible
clusters of air and water molecules, through the weightless gases we
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breathe at altitudes we began to reach barely over one hundred years
ago. In the air, I can stretch my sight, looking further distances than
possible on land. I can search for patterns and structures in seemingly
random formations created by both the movement of people and of
the land itself. I can feel the insignificance of our impact on the bigger,
galactic picture, while maintaining a sense of connectivity with it all.
Stretching sight—it’s the same as stretching your muscles before and
after strenuous use. Hiking Big Bend I stretched my sight, as far as it
could possibly hover across the endlessly rolling mountains, fading into
the blue of the distance, ignoring any kind of societally constructed
border between here and there. When I rode 14 miles to work on the
Trinity River Levee, I stretched my sight everyday. Looking for far
off trees and birds, and colorful patches that reveal themselves to be
a new batch of spring wildflowers as I rode close enough to pull them
into focus. Stretching sight keeps my eyes moving and my mind open
to the possibility of catching a glimpse, a moment I may otherwise
miss entirely. It’s a wide angle observation, focusing on the unfocused
and strengthening my vision while continually seeking any subtle
movement through the surrounding environment.
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I have a woven fabric that captures this sight-stretching. It translates
the experience of my vision quite literally through color, line, visual
hierarchy and repetition. A simple double cloth construction, the
fabric is designed with opposing chevrons and gradations of color.
Warm diagonals against a cool blue ground, push the gaze of the viewer
outward, to the distance beyond the fabric, only to pull it right back in
with darker, more dramatic lines angling downward. These trajectories
paired with the a shift in scale and color recreate the large, overall
movement of my observations on the small, surface area of the cloth.
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Process
Interesting images, moments, glimpses of a second in time and space
when objects call out stick in my mind. Night creeps in as I sit in a
museum lobby and gaze out of the floor to ceiling window toward
the adjacent building. Because the dark prevents me from noticing
passersby or shifting shadows or the falling of rain. The lamps were not
designed to hang in this formation, at this angle, from the exact position
I stare into window, at the reflection instead of the objects themselves.
Yet here they hang, and I catch them with all of the attractive principles
of art and design ringing true in their composition—shifts in scale,
variety, rhythm, visual hierarchy. I am trained in these tips and tricks
of aesthetics yet the transition from catching them live, in the wild, and
moving them into my process, into my own aesthetic, my own work,
is the challenge.
Working by hand, cutting, snipping, folding, twisting, taping, tucking,
tapping, patting, painting, pointing, penciling in, filling, covering,
adding, smudging, clipping, tipping, touch up, pin up, pull down,
replace, remove, mix, blend, overlap, overlay, light photograph, move
adjust, change, repeat, into the computer, my eyes glaze over with
same actions, funneled through plastic and wires and a motherboard,
emerging as a hollow click, click, click.
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My work explores the intersection of embodied and environmental
cognition, sight, sense-making and nature through woven fabric. The
textiles, reminiscent of far off landscapes and heightened scenic tropes,
maintain an architectural grounding through the use of repeated
elements inspired by naturally occurring grids and patterns. Though
assumed to be two-dimensional, my fabric creates depth through
overlapping patterns and shadows. By combing natural materials like
cotton and wool, which shrink when removed from the tension of the
loom, with unforgiving extruded fibers like monofilament, the surface
of the fabric moves to accommodate the woven structure, thus creating
a physical dimension as well. Each step is deliberate and directed at
achieving a specific behavior, a phenomenological process of making
fabric that reacts to its own existence.
A weaving transitions several times from its conception. From the
first pass of the weft, over, under, the yarn bends and confirms to the
tension and material of the warp. With each beat it packs closer, tighter
into the given structure and pattern. The heddles gently sway and
clank together and the treadles alternate position underfoot. The fabric
grows, wrapping around the front beam until the tension is released
and the fabric removed. Once free, it settles and relaxes. Only under
the warm steam of an iron does it soften and shrink before suitable for
application.
Recording physical experiences of natural environments through
photography, I generate a collection of reference material that
influences the visual elements incorporated into hand and machine-
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woven textiles. I’ve always taken photographs, and thought of them as
records more than captured moments or works of art. They are relics of
an experience—a tiny token to help me jog my memory. An attempt to
pull me back into the headspace, the smell of the air, the joy in my heart
and the delicious pain in my legs. I want to print out all of my records
and hang them up and take them back in, like an overwhelming wave
of gratitude, like a trip to another dimension, but one I’ve already been
to, felt up and stomped on.
Elements from these photographs become repeated patterns, creating a
visual hierarchy that allows the viewer to quickly relate and understand
the pattern. The use of materials, human made and natural, interact
and reflect light, calling onlookers to look closer. When the viewer
pauses a moment longer, looking deeper and inspecting further, the
fabric takes life. Each unit in the overall pattern is slightly unique from
the previous one and it is each of these moments that record the history
of an environment I have visited and revisited, reflecting the change of
day, of light, of season observed over time.
Intertwined with research and reflection on the experience of awe in
natural environments, I am creating a collection of fabrics that, though
they mimic nature, arrest viewers with an overall simplicity that subtly
enveloped by a complexity of construction and material. Including
upholstery fabric and sheers, the collection will visually depict my
deepening exploration of biophilic design merged with textiles, and
attempts to intersect these influences with an additional layer of
emotional intrigue.
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Conclusion
Why ride the levee? Why ride a bike? To feel healthy and strong
and empowered. To cover a distance, to attempt to relax, to feel
accomplished. To breathe the fresh air. Unless the ground is too wet
and muddy, I choose to bike the levee to work. The levee is a magical
place. A wild place, where humans have constructed pathways and
access yet nature thrives. Birds and bugs, butterflies and flowers change
with each season—observations that manifest in connectivity with the
earth. Despite the evidence of construction surrounding the levee, it
is an open space where a body can be less constricted by concrete and
buildings and exhaust from the back of cars, trucks and buses. The
levee is both silent and loud. Busy with the sounds of water and bugs
and wind in the grass. It’s not the constant humming and buzzing
of overhead lights and microwaves and appliances plugged into walls.
There’s not an artificial clinking of a fan in the next room—there’s a
natural hum of life that surrounds the levee. The rocks crunch and
crush underneath the bike tires as I race up the little hills, crest, and
speed back. For long stretches I take my hands off of the handlebars
and see how far I can ride before fishtailing over the rocks, barely
catching my fall. I watch two white egrets each morning, wondering
whether they are the same birds each day. Sometimes I see a turtle in
the middle of the gravel path and think about moving it out of the way
in case a construction truck shows up the next morning. But then I
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leave it alone. Who am I to change it’s trajectory? Maybe it’s a tortoise
on an adventure.
The levee is a vast expanse with few trees except along on the river
edge. Great for a stop and a sit when I need to clear my mind, or take
a breather from the hot-hot summer sun. I miss the levee. Peaceful.
Empty. Though many people ride it now, I once was the only person
to ride it every day. The ten mile stretch of manufactured nature. The
best escape from the city. It reminds me of Roger Welsch’s A Song
For The Pioneers, about the human constructed narrative of canaries.
Birds of the Victorian era in Victorian cages. As men ventured west,
the women were confined to their mud huts or homes, alone, not
knowing when their companion would return. The only thing to wake
up for each day were canaries. The captive birds provided movement
and company and sounds of life. They also provided the women with
conversation. The levee was where I conducted my version of Shinrin
Yoku—Japanese forest bathing. Being in nature is undeniably healing.
It’s healthy. It’s where we evolved and where we need to be. We’ve
constructed false worlds of artifice that we aren’t genetically adapted to.
We’ve constructed trends like biodesign and biophilia and biomimicry
to justify copying nature, and while there is great validity in these
methods of design, we should just spend more time in nature itself.
Like everyone, I move through this world wholly, absorbing sights and
sounds and smells and smatterings of patterns and textures and feelings
from all of my surroundings. Every breeze and bird and car horn and
breath of smog affect me in degrees I may or may not recognize. An
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incredible amount of research has been done to show which of these
occurrences are better or worse for overall well being, and my own
experiences have fallen in line with the findings. Nature wins.
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